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Don't expect any innovative designs. Nothing but the most simplistic of ideas. Nearly a complete

waste of time and money. If you have spent any time near a container you may have seen the label

with weight and measurement information; 99% of the usefull information contained in this pamphlet

can be found on those labels. Drawings are repeated and repeated and repeated. That's how to

turn 24 pages of nearly useless information into 77 pages.

This is basically a re-print of an invention/patent document and not at all very interesting to a "dude"

who's interested in design and new ideas like me. Probably great for an engineer or architect, but

not very interesting. That said I did learn something new about how they are recommending siding

and paneling on container building.

This book is rightly described as "Expanded discussion of the 1989 Clark shipping container

building method patent ... "What it means is that you will pay almost $10 for a little booklet that

shows you an already patented idea (apparently never built because there is not a single picture of

the finished product).Build anything as instructed by this manual is automatically patent



infringement!

This book as some very good ideas for designing basic units out of shipping containers. it is filled

with good drawings for standard house type buildings and roof plans for each. I would have like it

more if it had had some more creative ideas, but it still gets the point across and gives you some

thing to think about and move forward with.

This is a detailed method of converting shipping containers into very serviceable housing. The

designs are basic but very well thought out and possible. Certainly a good resource book for anyone

thinking of the possibility.

If you are planning on building a shipping container home and looking for information DON'T BUY

THIS BOOK. It contains no helpful information about turning a shipping container into a home. It is

full if useless informmation that is repeated over and over. It tell you things like "mount a standard

door and window" without ever even attempting to describe how this might be done. The book is

nothing more than a description of a patent and contains no information helpful to those who plan an

actually building a home or cabin.

serves as a reference the purchase of materials and basic tencnicas paa have idea of

â€‹â€‹implementation and characteristics, which are not taken into account in the background.For

people who want more background explanation if having so much practice and know the area is

recommended.

The book is worthless babble - I almost returned it, but it is not worth the effort . The useful

information in this tiny book is no more than a paragraph worth.
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